
 

Bloggers & Journalists 

Hours of work: Flexible / Freelance 

Salary: Voluntary 

ABOUT THIS ROLE:  

Jamrock Media are looking for passionate writers to be a part of their vastly growing network of creatives. 
The applicant will be working to produce well written and thought provoking news stories and features for 
Jamrock Radio’s very own blog feature known as Jamspot. 

As a writer you will be working in different production teams with some projects that are fixed while others 
may be recurring. The applicant should constantly be open to free in-house training, which will be tailored 
to improve their skill sets and professional development. 

Bloggers are required to be up to date with current affairs at all times. Upon your application, to inform us 
of your specialist topics (eg.music, fashion, politics). This candidate must be able to research news and 
articulate stories in an engaging way which is relatable to Jamrock Radio’s audience. Blogs should stay 
unbiased, covering both sides of any story with factual information. Although we’re willing to offer training 
we are also seeking writers with experience in blogging or article publishing. 

Meeting deadlines is an essential quality for this role. If the process is delayed at such an early stage it 
may deter the radio and our website from reaching its full capacity.  

DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES 

Applicant must be able to work to deadlines sometimes taking them outside of their agreed hours. They 
must have the ability to carry out the following: 

● Working independently or with little assistance to meet brief requirements 
● Construct an article showing excellent writing skills 
● Use word press for creating blogs and making the final publication clear yet energetic through the 

use of Audio, Photo and Video sources where necessary. 
● Create a script that is descriptive to the point where the subject needs none to little on-set 

direction 
● Using initiative to go out and look for breaking stories. This may mean attending press 

conferences, album launches and possibly court trials 

Interested? Please fill out the form below stating the position applied for “Writer” 


